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Erem Medical Applications
The examples below show models that have been developed for particular applications in various medical
fields. Several of them can serve in one field whereas one tool can also be used for different jobs. Detailed
features will kindly be given on request. Please submit your requirements with explanations and possibly
samples, parts, for free tests.

Cutters, Pliers

Order No. Description    dental / cardio- various
 ortho vascular*   fields

503ETST
110 mm High precision tip cutter for fine stainless wires like

MP35N, catheters, stents, guide wires X

576TX
115 mm High precision side cutter for stainless wires, catheters,

coiled wires X

576TX-1
115 mm Same as above but rounded tips X

599TFO
115 mm For fine stainless steel coil wires, Kevlar® or

Vectran® braided wires X

147A
120 mm For larger wires, compound action X X X

622NC
(not illustrated)
110 mm For fine soft wires X X

632NCF
110 mm Absolute full flush cut on soft materials like Silicon

tubings X X

541
130 mm

Reverse action, for temporary enlarging, then inserting
synthetic tubings on human liquid analysis, fixed or
portable machines

X X

9000 Series
115 mm

Example No. 9139. A complete line of orthodontic,
hard Chrome plated pliers and cutters X

552E, 552S
120 mm

Precision strippers for very fine wires up to 60 µ,
In electronics devices, echographs, X-rays, etc. X

599TFO

147A

632NCF

541

9139

*Production of catheters, stents, pace makers, etc.

576TX

503ETST

552E
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Tweezers

Order No. Description   dental / cardio- various
ortho vascular* fields

2ASA-RU
120 mm

For non sticking handling of adhesive labels and
ribbons X

5FSA, 5MBS,
115 mm

Super fine tips tweezers, working under
microscopes, biology X

15AGS
115 mm Cutting tiny wires like those used in hearing aids

production X

29Y
135 mm

Smallest stripper, allows work in very confined areas
like µ-sensors. AWG 30>40 X

45
(not illustrated)
120 mm

Holding, reverse action tweezers for endodontic
obturators (root canals in molar teeth) X

258SA
120 mm

Synthetic tips for handling delicate parts without
touching with metal X

940AS
120 mm Ligature tie placer with locking device X

Various

Order No. Description   dental / cardio-   various
ortho vascular* fields

3000 Series
Vacuum micro-manipulators, for picking up small parts
like lenses, biological culture preparations, tiny
components for micro electronic boards used in
hearing aids production, etc.

X

For more information please contact:

Cooper Tools GmbH Erem S.A.
Carl-Benz-Str. 2 Rue de la Roselière 8
74354 Besigheim, Germany 1400 Yverdon les Bains, Switzerland
Tel.: +49-7143-5800 Tel.: +41-24-4261206
Fax: +49-7143-580108 Fax: +41-24-4250977

2ASA-RU

3000 Series

5MBS

15AGS

29Y

940AS

258SA

*Production of catheters, stents, pace makers, etc.


